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Please give a brief description of your
duties.

What value do you feel you added
to the organization during your
internship?

Yes. Every expectation of the internship
was met.

Main focus was behind REST web
application.
PHP, JavaScript, and SQL knowledge is
necessary.
All work that it is assigned to you, if done
correctly, it will go all the way into
production actually making an impact to the
company's software and goals.

Would you recommend this internship to
another student? Why or why not?

Yes. It is surely a lot of work and you are
expected to work in an agile environment.
However, if hardwork and self-dedication
are two of your characteristics then you will
surely enjoy it.

Did this internship meet your
expectations? Why or why not?

I feel I added a sense of open
communication and collaboration
which enable everyone, interns and
full time employers, to work together
and accomplish similar goals.

I had a great mentor that assisted me in
any issues I got stuck with. There were
always assignments for me to do, I
never had a dull moment which means
that the learning and the experience
was given to me by the second. Finally,
they did a great job at including the
interns with their regular schedules
and team meetings which made it feel
like we were actually on the team.

If you could change one thing
about your internship experience,
what would it be and why?

Please provide any additional
information regarding your internship
that you feel students should know.

I wish they would have tested our
laptops before our arrival. There was
a day where my laptop was
troubleshooted for a whole day due
to some set up difficulties.

Dun & Bradstreet surely follows the
rule of the 3 P's / People, Process, and
Product. Surely a place where one
could call their full time job in the
future.

